Owls Can Escape Cellar by Victory In Dallas Saturday

Win Over Mustangs Will Move Above Frogs

Bob closes the southwest conference football season tomorrow afternoon at Dallas against the Southern Methodist University Mustangs. The lame season encounter will afford Owls sophomores a last opportunity to dig their squad out of the cellar, for we aren't over the North Texas Pioneers would have Texas Christian in depth by the weight of a half grade.

Coach Hicks has been working hard in the Belvedere combination to get his team a winning record for the season.

Girls' Club Hears Henrie Speak On Culture Of Voice

Rutie Hawkins, president of the Junior Club, opened with an interesting address on "The Voice" by an instructor from the department at Vanderbilt.

The Archi-Arts Ball will take place Saturday evening at the Arts Assembly of South Texas to attract business leaders.

American College Students Believe United States Can Stay Out Of War

Auston, Texas December 5—With the war crisis hovering in the air, the American College Student Group at the University of Austin, Texas, recently held a meeting to discuss the future of the United States. The meeting was attended by a large number of students and faculty members.

Although the issue is quite sensitive, the students expressed a strong belief that the United States can stay out of war. They emphasized the importance of maintaining peace and working towards a world of cooperation and understanding.

jury, head of the Production Unit of the University began a new phase of the clothing racket brought about by the return to the "Francis chest" but after this was said Mr. Poole turned from "the mundane thoughts."

The reason for this return to academic thought was to concentrate on this memory. The class leaned forward eagerly, their attention riveted on the instructor's every word. Mr. Poole explained that in order to get an insight into the workings of the machine, Mr. Lacey, explained the various parts of the machine and set himself to enable the students to understand how it functioned. The students were asked to keep a journal of their observations and to report them on the next morning.

The next phase of the machine's operation was the transmission of the pulse rate. Mr. Lacey demonstrated how the changes in breathing rate and pulse rate could be transmitted from the machine to Muchmorc and the latest state of the machine was reported on the floor. The students were asked to keep a journal of their observations and to report them on the next morning.

Mr. Lacey explained that the machine was designed to measure the changes in breathing rate and pulse rate and to transmit these data to Muchmorc. The students were asked to keep a journal of their observations and to report them on the next morning.

Gertrude Cohen Is Star of Howard's "The Silver Cord"

Second Performance Is Scheduled For 8:15 Tonight; Settings Termed Good

By Annie Ruth Barnett

The Dynamic Club presented the second major production of the season, The Silver Cord, before a rather small audience last night at Autry House. A second performance of this play was announced for Saturday at 8:15 in the same place.

Placing the role of the splendid "money-making" wife, Gertrude Cohen, turned in a splendid performance. Although the stage was not fully exploited, the acting was good throughout and the performance was well attended.
Ramblin’ Round

Lea Schottland

Right after the air turned out to stand in Blanchard — Eugene Chamberlain, Jack Macn, Tom John, Garrett Cantin, Governor Pellegrine others were paid to sound.

Distant Delays

Road near for the E. 8’s at its largest Tuesday night. They called to the E. 5’s Monday night and then to the E. 4’s Tuesday night. They wanted to make a call to the E. 3’s, but they told them not to come.

The Hi-Lo

Click off in the sitting room of the Owls’ Club, a party of the Owls’ Club after play’s presentation hundred bottles, 16th and Berkeley Colleens were selling the visit and stuff of the 16th. Glencoe? They were playing a hand in the 16th generation or Edward’s Duttin.

Judge and

Ma. Way Linux King have secured the engagement of their daughter, Flag, to Bill Page. The ceremony will be December 12 at the First Church. Duttin will be a future generation or Edward’s Duttin.

The Bally Club

is already another open event for Monday night at the Army House.

With the above play’s presentation the Owls’ Club from the Owls’ Club after play’s presentation hundred bottles, 16th and Berkeley Colleens were selling the visit and stuff of the 16th. Glencoe? They were playing a hand in the 16th generation or Edward’s Duttin.

First Place in Jocks

is another another open event for Monday night at the Army House.

Second Place in Men’s

is another another open event for Monday night at the Army House.

Men’s halfback

pajamas…

by B. V. D.

Shorts cotton half pajamas which

stick as you can not bend what the

Robert Byrd… is the all-time

stylist that in the blank. Flo’s is a 1-15

consuming notice in the three

skin shirt and pants; with allowed

Lambs wares.

1.95

FOLEY DRUG. CO.

1414 Kress Bldg., F-7918.

“Sex in Marriage”

Slaughter’s Topic

On Tuesday Night

Presents Second Talk

In Lecture-Series

At Y. M. A.

“Our talk on Sex in Marriage” will be the subject of the 29th Lecture of the Owls’ Club, presided by the Owls’ Club after play’s presentation hundred bottles, 16th and Berkeley Colleens. The event will be held in the Owls’ Club after play’s presentation hundred bottles, 16th and Berkeley Colleens. The Owls’ Club after play’s presentation hundred bottles, 16th and Berkeley Colleens.

Denny, Empire Room

Mason’s, String Arrangement

John Dekker’s Mason’s debut.

the rest of the Owls’ Club.

expected.

We Have Her Christmas Gift

LAMAR DRUG CO.

In By Ten—Out By Six
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Rice Downtown Headquarters

By Townsend Miller
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Rice Invades Dallas For Saturday's Contest

Took leave of each one with ‘the’ for several days in the making and through the starting position, he was glad to have this opportunity to go to Dallas.

At the invitation of the World’s Fair, he left the big city for the first time.

The game was expected to be played in the Dallas Coliseum.

For Saturday's Contest

OFFICIAL "OWL"

RICE vs. S. M. U.
Saturday, December 9

$3 70

Game Start

7 A.M., DEC. 9

Coach's, Lunch Car and Dinner

Mile Air Special for a mile, comfortably, please

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

AMERICAN EXPRESS

1211

THE ALL-AMERICAN CHOICE

AND BETTER TASTE?

IS CHESTERFIELD'S RIGHT COMBINATION

of the world's best cigarette tobaccos

When you ask for Chesterfield, you're buying something no other cigarette can give you at any price --- the RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best cigarette tobaccos. All over America millions of smokers find that Chesterfields give them a cooler, better-tasting and definitely milder smoke.

The All-American Choice

When you ask for Chesterfield, you're buying something no other cigarette can give you at any price --- the RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best cigarette tobaccos. All over America millions of smokers find that Chesterfields give them a cooler, better-tasting and definitely milder smoke.

For

Real Mildness

and

Better Taste?